RUSSIAN JOURNALISM
AND CULTURE
IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT

THE FIRST MASTER’S PROGRAM IN ENGLISH
at the Faculty of Journalism Lomonosov Moscow State University

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Are you interested in the unique historical path of Russian journalism
and its current position in the global media environment? Do you want
to orient your journalism career towards Russian cultural context? Get a
first-hand view of Russian media system and explore how Russian media
landscape is formed, and how it currently functions as part of the global
information space?
This internationally oriented program is designed to train students from
all over the globe to become journalists with advanced professional skills
and in-depth knowledge of Russian cultural, social and political realities.

You will:
• delve into Russian media system and discover Russian historical,
cultural and social realities while studying at the highest-ranking
Russian educational institution
• gain a thorough understanding of Russian journalism and culture
from the historical and international perspectives
• learn latest development trends in Russian media industry
• strengthen your ability to live and work in a highly multicultural and
international environment
• develop advanced skills in communication, media literacy and critical
thinking
• receive specialized professional competencies
• acquire deep theoretical knowledge in journalism, media and
communication, with numerous opportunities to apply it in practice
• build your individual educational trajectory by choosing most
attractive elective courses

Why study this program at the Faculty of Journalism,
Lomonosov MSU?
• internationally recognized absolute leadership in communication and
media studies among Russian universities
• teaching staff composed entirely of the academic stars of the Faculty
• effective combination of practical skills and academic reflection
• opportunity to tailor the curriculum according to individual academic
and professional objectives
• location in the very heart of Moscow

ABOUT THE FACULTY OF JOURNALISM
Lomonosov Moscow State University
is proud of its rich history, which
dates back to 1755, when Russian
Empress Elizabeth founded Moscow
University. Her favorite Ivan Shuvalov
and the first Russian professor of
the Imperial Academy of Science,
famous scientist Mikhail Lomonosov,
after whom the University was named
later, played important roles in the
creation of our University.
Our
much-loved
building
on
Mokhovaya Street became part of
the University campus by the order
of Russian Emperor Nicholas I. The
Faculty of Journalism was founded
in 1947 as a part of the Faculty of
Philology and was reorganized as an
independent Faculty in 1952.

Our Faculty is considered to be one of Russia’s leading institutions for
the education of journalists. It provides study programs in print, TV and
radio journalism, media design, public relations and advertising, media
economics, media law and much more. The Faculty of Journalism has
bilateral agreements with leading institutes of journalism and mass
communication in Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, China, Finland, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Spain, South
Africa, USA and other countries. Last but not least, we organize different
international conferences and events every year, including famous annual
Moscow Readings conference. Along with that, the Faculty of Journalism
is a proud host of EMMA (2011), IMMAA (2015), and EJTA (2017) annual
academic conferences.
Our Faculty has a long legacy of academic excellence, and we continue
to build on that legacy in ways that prepare students to succeed as media
professionals in a rapidly changing world. We are happy to have excellent
faculty body consisting of highly professional teachers, researchers and
mentors. The Faculty of Journalism is proud of its innovative teaching
methods, longstanding connections with media practitioners, who share
their unique experiences and success stories with the students, its study
programs, many of which were recognized nationally, and its broad
international outreach.

A WORD FROM THE DEAN
Dean of the Faculty of Journalism, Professor,
Academician of the Russian Academy of Education
Dr. Elena Vartanova
Dear friends,
Welcome to the Faculty of Journalism,
Lomonosov Moscow State University!
Our Faculty offers you a unique
experience – a Master’s program in
English titled Russian Journalism and
Culture in the Global Context. This is the
first Master’s program of our Faculty,
conducted entirely in English, and aimed
specifically at international students, who
wish to learn more about Russian context viewed from a global perspective.
We understand the importance of our mission and want to ensure the highest
quality of your education, which is why we invited academic stars of our Faculty
to teach you on this program.
Our Faculty members will provide a comprehensive and detailed look at
all aspects of Russian journalism and media development, with special
emphasis being laid on path dependence of Russian history in today’s context.
Together you will analyze the debates between Westernizers and Slavophiles,
communists, socialists and liberals, to trace the way political climate and
philosophical thought influenced the formation of Russian journalism, and
draw parallels with current media development trends. And this is but one of
the activities you will engage in during your education process.
I am happy to make my contribution and offer you a course on Russian
media’s soft power, where you will learn about the importance of media
in today’s geopolitics. A wide range of disciplines also includes courses
focused on the most timely and intensively studied aspects of media studies,
such as journalism in a multicultural setting, digital media, gender studies
and ethnic journalism.
We encourage you to join our program and grow as professionals together
with our Faculty!

GREETINGS BY THE PROGRAM SUPERVISORS
Professor Dr. Tatyana Frolova,
Department of Periodical Press
Dear students,
I am very pleased to greet you and invite
you to join us on this exciting new program!
We are confident that insights into Russian
journalism practices and historical path
will spread your wealth of knowledge and
contribute to your development as skilled
journalists and media experts. Thorough
understanding of Russian cultural and
social environment will allow you to work with any type of Russia-related
content. I am looking forward to seeing you as a part of our team here, at
the Faculty of Journalism!

Dr. Anna Gladkova,
Director of International Affairs Office
Dear students,
It is my big pleasure to welcome you
here, at our Faculty of Journalism. We
have launched a very new and unique
Master’s program, which includes a range
of most interesting courses. We believe
that learning with a global perspective
is extremely important nowadays, as it
contributes to our global vision and deeper
understanding of the processes taking place in the world today. We hope
that high qualification of our lecturers, carefully selected courses, great
reputation of our Faculty, as well as wonderful location of the Faculty
building in the very heart of Moscow will inspire you to come here!

CAREER PERSPECTIVES
The English-taught Russian Journalism and Culture in the Global Context
program offers an excellent preparation for the job market. Best Russian
media experts will lay a solid theoretical foundation for your future
professional activities and provide intensive practical training to develop
your competencies. After the graduation you will be fully prepared to start
your journalism career both locally and internationally. Carefully balanced
educational program enables our students to find a job at any type of
media, including print, TV, radio and online media outlets, within the first
year after graduation. Deep knowledge of Russian media system and
cultural specificities will make you an unrivaled expert in this niche.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
1st YEAR of STUDY
Fundamental courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Philosophy				
Media production technologies		
Modern cultural process
Current issues of mass media
Foreign language
Mass communication theories and research
Modern journalists’ professional activities
Linguistic characteristics of media communication			

Thematic courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contemporary Russian culture in global context
Russian journalism as a multicultural digital space
Economy of Russian media production
Russian media as soft power
Cultural industries in Russia
Modern studies of media and culture: problems and methodology

Internship

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
2nd YEAR of STUDY
Fundamental courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intercultural communication		
Modern society and geopolitics		
Modern cultural process
Current issues of mass media
Journalism deontology
Editorial management			

Thematic courses:
• Image of Russia in foreign media
• Russian media system
Internship
Master’s Thesis
FACTS & FIGURES
Degree: MA in Journalism
Duration: 2 years
Workload: 120 credits
Language of instruction: English
Start: September 2021
Tuition fee: 425 150 rubles/year

APPLICATION AND ADMISSION
• The Master’s program Russian Journalism and Culture in the Global
Context begins in September.
Application process will take place from June 15 till July 20.
• To apply for the program, please send your CV and a short motivation
letter explaining why you are interested in the program, what are your
expectations and why you are the right student for this program.
Submission of documents will be carried out in remote access on MSU
online platform webanketa.msu.ru
• Online entry exam is scheduled for June 24 and July 23.
• Requirements for admission are BA or MA degree in any subject and
English proficiency level of B2.

E-mail for applications: int_pkjourn@mail.ru
More details available at: journ.msu.ru/eng
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